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Abstract— More and more devices, such as Bluetooth and IEEE
802.15.4 devices forming Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs)
and IEEE 802.11 devices constituting Wireless Local Area Net-
works (WLANs), share the 2.4 GHz Industrial, Scientific and Medical
(ISM) band in the realm of the Internet of Things (IoT) and Smart
Cities. However, the coexistence of these devices could pose a
real challenge—co-channel interference that would severely com-
promise network performances. Although the coexistence issues
has been partially discussed elsewhere in some articles, there is no
single review that fully summarises and compares recent research
outcomes and challenges of IEEE 802.15.4 networks, Bluetooth and
WLANs together. In this work, we revisit and provide a compre-
hensive review on the coexistence and interference mitigation for
those three types of networks. We summarize the strengths and
weaknesses of the current methodologies, analysis and simulation models in terms of numerous important metrics such
as the packet reception ratio, latency, scalability and energy efficiency. We discover that although Bluetooth and IEEE
802.15.4 networks are both WPANs, they show quite different performances in the presence of WLANs. IEEE 802.15.4
networks are adversely impacted by WLANs, whereas WLANs are interfered by Bluetooth. When IEEE 802.15.4 networks
and Bluetooth co-locate, they are unlikely to harm each other. Finally, we also discuss the future research trends and
challenges especially Deep-Learning and Reinforcement-Learning-based approaches to detecting and mitigating the co-
channel interference caused by WPANs and WLANs.
Index Terms— The Internet of Things, WPANs, WLANs, Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4, Interference Mitigation, Deep Learning,
Reinforcement Learning, Heterogeneous Networks.
I. INTRODUCTION
W ITH the rapid development of communications tech-nologies and huge demands in consumer electronics,
devices such as home appliances and industrial sensors need
to be accessible through wireless networks and provide en-
hanced services for the Internet of Things (IoT) [1]–[6], Smart
Cities [7], [8] and Machine-Type Communications (MTC) [9].
Widely adopted networks enabling the proliferation of these
devices are Wireless Personal Area Networks (WPANs) and
Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). More precisely,
WPANs can be formed by Bluetooth and IEEE 802.15.4
networks such as ZigBee or IPv6 over Low Power Wireless
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Personal Area Networks (6LoWPAN), whereas WLANs can
be made up of IEEE 802.11 a/b/g/n/p/ac/ax networks depend-
ing on applications. WPANs normally support applications at
short-range from 10 to 50 meters, whereas WLANs could
support medium-range applications from 50 to 100 meters.
Inevitably, on some occasions, WPANs and WLANs may need
to coexist [10]. For example, in Smart Homes, devices such
as laptops and smartphones are connected to WLANs, while
some other devices such as wireless keyboards and headphones
are connected to WPANs enabled by Bluetooth and the IEEE
802.15.4 Standard. Since WPANs and WLANs usually share
the 2.4 GHz license-free band, this could give rise to co-
channel interference among those devices and compromise
the network performance, thus leading to the low Quality of
Service (QoS) for IoT applications.
As a result, extensive research has been conducted to inves-
tigate the coexistence issue from different perspectives with
various metrics. Specifically, some studies were performed on
real testbeds, aiming to find how co-channel interference might
occur and how the network performance could be impacted
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from different distances, and a recommendation of a four-
meter offset between ZigBee and WLAN devices can be made
to engineers and researchers to alleviate interference when
deploying WPANs and WLANs in a close range [11]–[13].
Moreover, some studies [14], [15] used simulation models
such as Network Simulator-2 (NS-2) and Optimized Network
Engineering Tools (OPNET) to mimic the adverse impacts
caused by co-channel interference. The simulation results were
compared with analytical results obtained from theoretical
models, and both results showed a good agreement.
Besides the coexistence analysis, many studies have been
proposed to mitigate co-channel interference. A busy tone [16]
is created from an adjacent channel next to the current one that
a WPAN occupies, to defer WLAN transmissions, while the
WPANs continue to transmit packets. A more widely adopted
approach is to firstly detect a free channel first and then shift to
that channel to avoid interference [11]. In addition, some other
studies used transmission parameters such as channel access
time to alleviate co-channel interference. It was found that the
average exponential back-off time of an IEEE 802.11 device
to access the channel is longer than the transmission time of a
Bluetooth packet, so Bluetooth can use the IEEE 802.11 back-
off time to complete a packet transmission without WLAN
interference [17].
A. The Existing Review Papers on Coexistence and
Interference Mitigation between WPANs and WLANs
To date, there already exist a number of articles reviewing
the coexistence of IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs.
Specifically, Yang et al. [18] provided a detailed review on
the coexistence between IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11
networks with an emphasis on the severity of the coexistence,
coexistence model analysis and co-channel interference mit-
igation. Metrics such as the Packet Error Rate (PER) and
Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR), and models
such as interference channel models and path fading models
are used to evaluate the coexistence scenarios. Saranya et
al. [19] presented a review on the co-existence mechanisms
of WPANs and WLANs devices. This review firstly intro-
duces the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 Standards, then
discusses a few scenarios in which ZigBee and WLAN de-
vices mutually interfere with each other, and finally presents
three interference mitigation methods in terms of distributed
adaptation, media access control and scheduling. Hayajneh
et al. [20] reviewed the coexistence and interference mitiga-
tion for Wireless Body Area Networks (WBAN). This work
comprehensively discusses the coexistence issues among IEEE
802.15.6, IEEE 802.15.4 networks and low-power WLANs.
The adverse effects of WLANs on IEEE 802.15.6 and IEEE
802.15.4 networks are briefly discussed. The authors also
provide a mathematical analysis and simulation results on the
coexistence paradigms including IEEE 802.15.6, low-power
WLANs and WLANs.
Movassaghi et al. [21] also reviewed on WBANs. This re-
view mainly discusses IEEE 802.15.6 and IEEE 802.15.4j net-
works and concludes that the distance between IEEE 802.15.6
networks and WLANs should be up to three meters while 10
WBANs coexist in the same scenario to avoid interference,
which is recommended by the IEEE 802.15.6 task group.
Ferro et al. [22] reviewed the Bluetooth and WLAN standards
in terms of network topology, capacity, power consumption
and QoS support, among which medium access control, data
link types and topology are well defined by the standards,
whereas power consumption, QoS and security are still open
issues. In particular, the coexistence between Bluetooth and
WLANs is briefly discussed regarding to two interference
mitigation schemes: the Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH)
scheme [23], [24] and transmit power control. Latré [25]
analyzed IEEE 802.15.4-based WBANs and suggested that
low transmission power be used for each node to alleviate co-
channel interference. Naik et al. [26] discussed coexistence
issues for different technologies under the unlicensed 5 GHz
band such as Long Term Evolution (LTE) and WLANs,
Radar and WLANs, Dedicated Short-Range Communication
(DSRC) and WLANs because the 2.4 GHz band has become
significantly saturated.
Although the above articles have reviewed on the coex-
istence scenarios for IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs,
and for Bluetooth and WLANs, separately, there is no up-
to-date review paper discussing and summarizing coexistence
issues between WPANs (IEEE 802.15.4 networks and Blue-
tooth) and WLANs in one single article. To make our review
comprehensible to the reader who has no prior expertise in
the coexistence of WPANs and WLANs, we provide a tutorial
on the basic concepts and describe each corresponding issue
in detail. The goal of this review is to provide interested
readers who wish to design new networks using the IEEE
802.15.4, Bluetooth and WLAN standards with a compre-
hensive understanding of various aspects of the severity and
solutions of the coexistence between WPANs and WLANs,
so the readers can use this paper as a primer for more in-
depth research. In particular, IEEE 802.11 networks, Wi-Fi and
WLANs are used interchangeably throughout the paper. The
co-channel interference only refers to the interference caused
by heterogeneous devices. The reason why we focus on co-
channel interference in 2.4 GHz rather than 5 GHz is because
WLANs could work on either the 2.4 GHz or 5 GHz band,
but the majority of IEEE 802.15.4 networks and Bluetooth
piconets in smart homes or apartments still work on the 2.4
GHz band. On the 5 GHz band, WLANs could co-locate with
many other wireless networks such as LTE, Radar and DSRC
as described in [26].
B. Key Contributions
This paper not only reviews the coexistence scenarios
between IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs, but also re-
views the coexistence between Bluetooth and WLANs. In
addition, the paper also reviews the coexistence scenarios
where IEEE 802.15.4, Bluetooth and WLANs co-locate and
mutually interfere with each other. The paper also provides
thorough discussions on the causes and solutions of co-channel
interference. For clarity, we summarize the terminologies and
acronyms used in this work in Table I and list the main
contributions as follows:
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1) This work describes the hierarchy of the IoT system
and highlight some potential applications and scenar-
ios where WPANs and WLANs might co-locate and
cause co-channel interference due to the proliferation
of IoT devices. This work then presents a number of
coexistence models either implemented in simulations
or analytically derived under saturated WLAN traffic.
In particular, the work highlights a few heterogeneous
networks comprised of IEEE 802.15.4 networks and
WLANs or comprised of Bluetooth and WLANs. These
hybrid networks can cause severe co-channel interfer-
ence in the IoT setting, but they did not attract much
attention of researchers.
2) This work discusses different interference mitigation so-
lutions in detail. The advantages and drawbacks of these
solutions are classified, compared and summarized using
key metrics such as throughput, the packet reception
ratio and end-to-end delay, etc., to provide in-depth
insights into the future deployment of IoT devices.
3) This work comprehensively reviews the coexistence
scenarios for IEEE 802.15.4 networks, Bluetooth and
WLANs. We reveal that IEEE 802.15.4 networks can
be adversely impacted by WLANs, while WLANs can
be negatively affected by Bluetooth. In contrast, when
IEEE 802.15.4 networks and Bluetooth co-locate, they
tend to not cause much interference to each other.
4) This work explores future research trends, highlight
some challenges for WPANs and WLANs coexis-
tence and provide possible generic solutions that
might be effective in mitigating co-channel interfer-
ence. In particular, this work introduces Deep-Learning
and Reinforcement-learning-based approaches to deal-
ing with co-channel interference, which show superior
performances over the traditional methods.
C. Structure of the Paper
The paper is further organized as follows:
• Section II: We describe the fundamental fabrics of the IoT
and present three possible IoT scenarios and applications
in which WPANs and WLANs could co-locate and may
generate co-channel interference.
• Section III: We present an overview of the IEEE 802.15.4
and IEEE 802.11 Standards to provide a better under-
standing for generalists and to pave the way for the dis-
cussions later. We discuss the coexistence issues between
IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs, and summarize
the metrics for simulation and analytical models used to
evaluate the coexistence scenarios.
• Section IV: We present an overview of IEEE 802.15.4
networks and WLANs, and discuss the coexistence issues
and solutions including the metrics, testbeds, simulation
and analytical models, as well as a taxonomy of inter-
ference mitigation solutions. The two standards are also
analyzed and compared in terms of several key metrics
such as transmit power, bandwidth and the packet size,
etc. In particular, we also discuss the coexistence issues
in the hybrid network comprised of an IEEE 802.15.4
network and a WLAN.
• Section V: We present an overview of the Bluetooth
standard including the modulation schemes, packet for-
mats, frequency hopping technology and types of com-
munication links. We also discuss the coexistence issues
and solutions between Bluetooth and WLANs, including
the metrics, testbeds and simulation models, as well
as a taxonomy of interference mitigation solutions. In
particular, we also discuss the coexistence issues and the
interference mitigation solutions in the hybrid network
comprised of a Bluetooth network and a WLAN.
• Section VI: We provide discussions on the reasons why
IEEE 802.15.4 networks are subject to WLANs, whereas
WLANs are susceptible to Bluetooth. Additionally, we
also elaborate on the reasons why IEEE 802.15.4 net-
works are not adversely impacted by Bluetooth when co-
locating.
• Section VII: We highlight some open issues and chal-
lenges when WPANs and WLANs co-locate in a close
range and provide useful insights for researchers on
how to mitigate co-channel interference for WPANs and
WLANs in IoT settings, especially the Deep-Learning-
based approach to detecting congested channels.
• Section VIII: We conclude this review.
II. WPANS AND WLANS COEXISTENCE SCENARIOS IN
THE IOT
To better help the reader get a comprehensive understanding
of how to apply the aforementioned interference mitigation
solutions to different applications, the IoT system and several
typical coexistence scenarios are introduced.
A. The IoT Definition and Trends
Kevin Ashton coined the term "Internet of Things" and
envisioned that pervasive sensors and actuators would connect
the physical world using the Internet to improve the quality of
human lives [5]. In this process, wired and wireless commu-
nications play an important role in using technologies such as
pervasive computing and wireless sensor networks. According
to [27], the IoT can be divided into three layers. The first
layer is responsible for collecting data and includes millions
of devices such as sensors, smart meters, Global Positioning
System (GPS) terminals, actuators and cameras and so on. The
second layer serves as the main Internet connection, relaying
and integrating the data. The third layer is cloud computing
that processes the collected data from the lower layer, analyzes
the data and performs operations. It is expected that billions of
IoT devices would be deployed around the globe by 2030 and
promote a huge market worth of 2.7 to 6.2 trillion U.S dollars
[28] in related industries, especially for health, automation,
monitoring, transportation and so on.
B. The Components of the IoT
The three layers in the IoT [29] is shown in Fig. 1. The
first is the data collection layer that collects data generated
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TABLE I:
ACRONYMS USED THROUGHOUT THE PAPER
AFH Adaptive Frequency Hopping ISOMDMS Interference Source Oriented Master Delay Scheduling
AP Access Point 6LoWPAN IPv6 over Low Power Personal Area Networks
ARQN ARQ Number LIFS Long Inter-frame Spacing
ARQ Automatic Repeat Request LQI Link Quality Indicator
ACL Asynchronous Connection Link LTE Long Term Evolution
AWGN Additive White Gaussian Noise LBS Location-Based Services
BE Back-off Exponent MSDU MAC Service Data Unit
BO Beacon Order MMSE Minimum Mean Squared Error
BPSK Binary Phase-Shift Keying MTC Machine-Type Device
BIAS Backoff Interference Awareness Scheduling MC Markov Chains
BI Beacon Interval NB Number of Back-offs
BER Bit Error Rate NAV Network Allocation Vector
CCA Channel Clearance Assessment NBP Narrow Band Protection
CFP Contention Free Period NLS Non-linear Least Square
CAP Contention Access NS-2/3 Network Simulator-Version 2/3
CW Contention Window NFC Near Field Communications
CBT Cooperative Busy Tone O-QPSK Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
CDF Cumulative Distribution Functions OPNET Optimised Network Engineering Tools
DIFS DCF Interframe Space PCF Point Coordination Function
DSSS Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum RSS Receive Signal Strength
DCF Distributed Coordination Function RSSI Receive Signal Strength Indicator
DNN Deep Neural Networks SAP Service Access Point
FEC Forward Error Correction SHR Synchronization Header
FH Frequency Hopping SO Superframe Order
GTS Guaranteed Time Slot SIFS Short Interframe Space
GFSK Gaussian Frequency shift keying SU Secondary Users
IFS Inter-Frame Spacing SCO Synchronous Connection-Oriented
ISM Industrial, Scientific and Medical SEQN Sequence Number
IAACCA Interference-Aware Adaptive Clear Channel Assessment SDR Software-Defined Radio
IoT Internet of Things SINR Signal-to-Interference plus Noise Radio
IAACCA Interference-Aware Adaptive Clear Channel Assessment SOA Service Oriented Architecture
IAFH Interference-Aware Frequency Hopping WPAN Wireless Personal Area Networks
ISDR Interference Signal Detection Rate WLAN Wireless Local Area Networks
ISOAFH Interference Source Oriented Adaptive Frequency Hopping WBAN Wireless Body Area Networks
by machines, actuators, sensors, GPS terminals and cameras.
The supporting technologies are Sigfox, Long-Range Radio
(LoRa), Weightless, Narrow Band-IoT, ZigBee, Bluetooth,
6LoWPAN, Ultra-Wide Band (UWB), and Near-Field Com-
munication (NFC), etc. The second is the data transmission
layer focusing on delivering and relaying the data to services
and applications that require gateways supporting heteroge-
neous technologies such as routing and protocol translation.
The third is the data processing and analyzing layer processing
the collected data and analyzing the data pattern using machine
learning techniques to optimize applications and services or to
make informed decisions for the system.
1) The Data Collecting Layer: In this layer, many devices
such as machines, sensors and actuators continuously or in-
termittently sense the ambient environment and collect the
data. In this process, many important network technologies
are involved. Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) with a
tag and a reader identify objects with a Ubiquitous Code
(uCode) or an Electronic Product Code (EPC) using the tag.
RFID reads the tag and sends information to the Internet
using the reader [30] with different frequency bands, which
is widely used to track inventories in the warehouse. An-
other similar technique is NFC that enables low-rate personal
data transmissions such as video, photos and files between
two electronic devices in a close range fewer than 10 cm
[31]. Therefore, NFC can be used by application software in
smartphones to facilitate payments. A third typical technique
is Wireless Sensor Networks (WSNs) that can be applied to
many domains such as health care, agriculture, manufacturing
and oil industry [32]. The majority of WSN devices are
placed in environments often inaccessible for humans such as
oceans and mountains for monitoring and operate at the 2.4
GHz license-free band and exchange data in low transmission
rates. IEEE 802.15.1 networks, also known as Bluetooth, also
share the 2.4 GHz license-free band and could be suitable for
deploying the IoT in the data collecting layer. Bluetooth serves
as cable replacement for short-range communications between
low-power devices such as wireless keyboards, mouses and
headsets and can form a star network with one master node and
up to seven slave nodes [33]. The master node synchronizes
and controls the data transmissions of the slave nodes using
the frequency hopping technique to avoid packet collisions in
the same 2.4 GHz license-free band. LoRa and SigFox [34] are
emerging wireless technologies designed for IoT communica-
tions. Sigfox and LoRa are both designed for Low Power Wide
Area Networks to support low energy consumption, long-range
communications, GPS-free positioning and built-in security.
2) The Data Transmission Layer: In this layer, the gath-
ered data is routed and relayed using different heterogeneous
wireless technologies. The most widely deployed network is
IEEE 802.3 Ethernet with a high transmission rate up to
100 Gbps [35] and inter-connect all types of applications
and services. Another is Power Line Communications (PLC)
for Smart Grids. PLC uses a series of the existing power
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Fig. 1: The three key layers of the IoT
distribution system and includes four types of networks: in-
house networking, Broadband over Power line, narrowband
outdoor and outdoor communications [36]. However, wired
networks might have some intrinsic drawbacks such as adding
new devices or reorganizing the network topology, a trending
solution is to adopt wireless networks that have better flexi-
bility due to their "plug-and-play" features. One example for
indoor environments is WLANs that can form an infrastructure
network, in which an access point controls the other nodes, or
can form an Ad-hoc network, in which each WLAN station
operates independently without a central controller. For even
a broader range, cellular networks play an important role
due to their design for audio and video transmissions. LTE
and 5G networks are designed for broadband communication
that provides connectivity for mobile devices and terminals.
Many other communications technologies are also suitable for
IoT data transmissions such as cognitive networks and op-
portunistic networks [37], [38]. With these wireless networks
emerging, temporarily free spectrum can be fully utilized to
increase the efficiency of wireless transmissions.
3) The Data Processing and Analyzing Layer: In this layer,
the main objective is to use artificial intelligence to assist
humans to learn the useful patterns of the data and make
informed decisions for applications and services. All the
information is transparent to the lower layers, so the data
analysis and processing become easy. Data abstraction is a
key factor for applications and services via a Service Oriented
Architecture (SOA) [39]. It allows communications protocols
to provide services from the application layer to the lower
layers via the Internet, which has the potential to be widely
used in the IoT scenario. Moreover, the core technology for the
data processing and analyzing layer is Cloud Computing that
serves as the key platform of the IoT. The cloud has a huge
capacity to analyze a massive amount of the data collected
from the data transmission layer [40].
C. Coexistence Scenarios of WPANs and WLANs in the
IoT
The aforementioned three layers consist of the main func-
tions of the IoT and need the cooperation of the connected
devices to operate in a reliable and safe manner. Therefore, the
IoT is expected to connect heterogeneous networks including
such as ZigBee, 6LoWPAN, Bluetooth, WLANs, cellular,
Sigfox and LoRa [41], [42]. This section details three scenarios
that may share the unlicensed bands and cause co-channel
interference, as shown in Fig. 2.
• Location-Based Services (LBS): One of IoT applications
that may experience co-channel interference is indoor
positioning [43]. This is because some indoor positioning
systems use Bluetooth and WiFi to collect Received
Signal Strength (RSS) data and perform positioning at
a back-end server. More precisely, when the user walks
indoors, the Bluetooth-enabled smartphone or tablet con-
nects to the pre-deployed WLAN/Bluetooth gateways.
The gateways then forward the data to a WiFi AP that is
connected to a back-end server running the positioning
algorithm. Once accurate indoor position of a user is
calculated, the location information will be sent to the
user and displayed on smartphones or tablets, so the
user knows their location. However, the Bluetooth data
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Fig. 2: The three coexistence scenarios with co-channel interference
may interfere with the WLAN data or other conventional
wireless networks sharing the same frequency bands. This
is especially true in the factory or hospital environments
where indoor positioning data traffic may disrupt and
interfere with the factory or medical equipment. On one
hand, a large of number of short and frequent positioning
data transmissions may hamper the normal ongoing data
transmission e.g., multimedia traffic. On the other hand,
the existing networks or equipment sharing the unlicensed
band such as WiFi or microwave ovens may cause co-
channel interference or incorrect RSS.
• Smart Homes: In addition to LBS, many devices in a
Smart Home such as smartphones and pads are often
integrated with many wireless RF radio interfaces such
as LTE, WiFi, Bluetooth and 5G. LTE and 5G are
mainly used for subscriber services such as voice calls,
text messages and multimedia services outdoors, whereas
WiFi and Bluetooth are also responsible for the same
types of services when people are indoors. These devices
in a Smart Home are connected to WLAN/Bluetooth
gateways. For example, if many people in a room are
using headphones connected to their smartphones using
Bluetooth for audio services, which are served by the
WiFi AP, the Bluetooth and WiFi traffic would cause co-
channel interference. This case could become even worse
when people are using Bluetooth-based electronic devices
such as wireless mice and keyboards with their laptops
equipped with WiFi and Bluetooth interfaces.
• Automobiles: Driven by high customer demands that
passengers are more likely to spend time working and en-
tertaining in cars, car manufacturers have put huge efforts
to develop infotainment systems to meet the rising needs.
The most recent cars are equipped with large LCD screens
and a variety of wireless services. This has attracted IT
giants such as Google and Apple that have developed
special car platforms such as Carplay and Android Auto
[44]. These platforms often need short-range wireless
network standards such as Bluetooth, WLANs and Kleer
[45]. Bluetooth is usually for music streaming, hands-free
calling and contact information exchange, while WLANs
are used for applications such as screen mirroring using
WiFi Direct [46] and Kleer is designed for streaming
high-quality music. Since Bluetooth and WLANs share
the 2.4 GHz frequency band, the coexistence problem
arises, prompting scholars to find solutions to improve
the coexistence in an automobile environment.
III. IEEE 802.15.4 WPAN AND WLAN OVERVIEW
In this section, the IEEE 802.15.4 and 802.11 Standards
are briefly described and compared, and the applications
based on these networking standards together with their QoS
requirements are also presented. The simulation models and
their metrics are presented with their network performances.
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A. IEEE 802.15.4 Overview
The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard [47] was designed to support
low power and low data rate devices that can run for months
and years. These devices include sensors and positioning
beacons that adopt the license-free 2.4 GHz band shared
by microwave ovens, laptops and smartphones. The standard
specifies the Physical and Data link layers of the network
design with the data rate ranging from 20 kbps to 250 Kbps.
The standard has 2003 and 2006 versions, both of which also
support 915 MHz and 868 MHz bands in addition to the 2.4
GHz band. The modulation schemes include Binary Phase-
Shift Keying (BPSK), Offset Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying
(O-QPSK) and the Parallel Sequence Spread Spectrum (PSSS).
However, the standard does not include any error correction
schemes in the Physical Layer, so restoring corrupted packets
is relatively difficult. IEEE 802.15.4 networks normally need
to perform Channel Clearance Assessment (CCA) before send-
ing a packet.
Above the Physical Layer, the MAC layer plays an impor-
tant role in connecting the Physical and higher layers using a
Service Access Point (SAP). The SAP has a unit named the
MAC Service Data Unit (MSDU) that includes frame control,
addressing fields, the auxiliary security header, the sequence
number and the data payload. As a packet is forwarded to the
Physical Layer from the MAC layer, the MSDU then becomes
a Physical Service Unit (PSU) with a Physical Header (PHR)
and a Synchronization Header (SHR). The PSU supports a
maximum payload size up to 121 bytes.
The MAC layer has two transmission modes: the beacon-
disabled un-slotted mode and the beacon-enabled slotted
mode. The un-slotted model means that the node directly
senses the channel and transmits packets using the CSMA/CA
mechanism, which would cost a lot of energy. To save the
energy and increase the lifetime of IoT devices, the slotted
mode is more widely adopted. In the slotted mode, the period
between two control packets emitted by the central node is
named as a "superframe", as shown in Fig. 3. The superframe
is divided into two parts: the inactive period and the active
period. The active period has two periods: the Contention
Access Period (CAP) and Contention Free Period (CFP). In
the CAP, the device goes to sleep and preserves energy.
In the active period, devices contend the channel using the
CSMA/CA mechanism. In the CFP, a dedicated channel called
the Guaranteed Time Slot (GTS) is assigned to ensure the
guaranteed channel access for real-time traffic. In addition,
two key parameters could affect the superframe structure. The
first is the Beacon Order (BO) adjusting the duration between
two consecutive beacons, and this duration is also named the
Beacon Interval (BI); the second is the Superframe Order
(SO) adjusting the duration of the CAP. These parameters are
defined as follows.
BI = TSF × 2BO, (1)
SD = TSF × 2SO, (2)
where 0 ≤ SO ≤ BO < 15 and TSF is the basic duration,
which equals to 60 symbols.
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Fig. 3: Superframe Structure [48]
The standard indicates that the inactive period is disabled
when BO = SO, meaning that the superframe only consists
of the active period. If BO = 15, the superframe is not
available, and the network operates in the un-slotted mode.
The minimum superframe duration equals to 60 symbols (0.96
ms). The start and end of a superframe is controlled by the
beacon that contains addresses and time slots to be allocated
to the GTS. Moreover, an ACK packet is sent back after
an Inter-Frame Spacing (IFS) to ensure a reliable connection
in the MAC layer after each successful transmission. If the
packet transmission fails, the packet is deferred to the next
superframe.
The CSMA/CA algorithm has several key parameters that
could impact on the system performance. The Back-off Expo-
nent (BE) calculates the number of slots that a device needs to
back off due to packet collisions or transmission failure. The
value of the BE is chosen between macMinBE and macMaxBE
(three and five by default, respectively). The Number of Back-
offs (NB) counts the number of times a device backs off and
is set to five by default. Before sending a packet, the device
needs to perform a Clear Channel Assessment (CCA) twice
to ensure that the channel is free. When performing the CCA,
the device adopts a Contention Window (CW) set to two by
default. Every time when the channel is assessed to be busy,
the CW is decreased by one. The packet is then allowed to
be sent on the channel until the CW is decreased to zero. If
any CCA fails, the packet is held back, and the CW is reset
to two. After each packet transmission fails, the number of
retransmissions is recorded at each device and is set to three
by default.
The CSMA/CA algorithm is described in Fig. 4. As a packet
is ready for transmission, the NB, CW and BE values are set to
zero, two and three, respectively. When the packet collides, the
device firstly chooses time slots uniformly distributed between
[0, 2BE −1] and then backs off. Afterwards, the device senses
the channel and performs the first CCA. If the channel is
idle, the device proceeds to the second CCA and senses the
channel again. Once the channel is idle, the packet is sent
immediately. According to the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard, the
Acknowledgement (ACK) for a transmitted packet is optional,
so the algorithm can operate either in an ACK-enabled or an
ACK-disabled mode. In the ACK mode, the receiver replies
with an ACK packet if a packet is successfully transmitted,
as shown in Fig. 5; the receiver cannot receive the packet if a
collision occurs, thus resulting in no ACK reply. In particular,
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after the packet is transmitted, the sender enables a timer.
When the timer runs out and the ACK packet has not yet
been received, the sender assumes the packet is lost during the
packet collision and then retransmits the packet three times.
If the number of retransmission is greater than a pre-defined
threshold aMaxFrameRetries (Three by default), the packet is
deemed as a loss. All the parameters CW, NB and BE are
restored to two, zero and three.
B. IEEE 802.11g Overview
Since the IEEE 802.11 Standard has many variants 802.11
a/b/g/n/ac/ax, we choose the IEEE 802.11g Standard as a
typical example to describe key characteristics of WLANs.
The IEEE 802.11g Standard specifies the Physical and MAC
layers. Similar to IEEE 802.15.4 networks, WLANs also
operate on the 2.4 GHz license-free band. 13 WLAN channels
cover the 2.4 GHz band and each sub-band is 22 MHz wide.
Fig. 6 presents the WLAN CSMA/CA algorithm that uses
two ways to sense the channel: physical carrier sensing and
virtual carrier sensing. The physical carrier sensing senses the
carrier signal energy on the transmission channel to determine
whether the channel is idle. In contrast, the virtual carrier
sensing adopts the Network Allocation Vector (NAV) in the
MAC layer. The NAV notifies the other WLAN stations
of the packet air time. With the NAV, the other WLAN
stations will know the packet duration and suspend its packet
transmissions to avoid packet collisions. Both approaches are
used to sense the channel status. If the channel is busy, the
station backs off and senses the channel; if the channel is
idle, the station performs a Distributed Coordination Function
(DCF) mechanism and prepares to send the packet. Otherwise,
it continues to backs off until the channel is idle.
Figure 7 presents the IEEE 802.11 DCF mechanism. The
basic principle is to listen before talk. In other words, a
station senses the channel before transmitting to avoid packet
collisions. When the channel is sensed to be busy, the station
backs off and then senses the channel again; the procedure is
repeated until the channel is found to be idle. More precisely,
a WLAN station with a packet to send needs to wait for a
short duration of DCF Interframe Space (DIFS).
After the waiting period, the WLAN station goes into two
states. In the first state, the WLAN station has a pending packet
to transmit and finds the channel to be idle. After the DIFS
waiting period, the WLAN station starts to send the packet and
waits for a Short Interframe Space (SIFS). In the second state,
when the WLAN station finds the channel to be busy after the
DIFS period, it backs off using a random number of time slots
chosen from the Contention Window (CW). The time slots for
the back-off is uniformly selected from an interval between
[0, CW], in which the CW can be set between two values: a
minimum CW CWmin and a maximum CW CWmax. After
the first channel sensing, if the channel is still busy, the WLAN
station continues to back off until the channel is idle, and
then the WLAN station completes a successful transmission
after the DIFS period. The CW is initially set to CWmin and
doubled every time after a transmission failure either due to
packet collisions or an absent ACK, so the WLAN station
collide with other WLAN stations in a lower chance. The CW
will be reset to the CWmin after either the expiration of the
retry limit or a successful transmission.
Figure 8 depicts how the CW is increased using the binary
exponential back-off algorithm. Firstly, the CW is set 15 for
the CWmin. After a transmission failure, a re-try counter is
increased by one, and a collided packet is dropped as the re-
try counter reaches its upper limit. As shown in Fig. 8, the
CW is increased six times due to packet collisions. The CW
increases in an exponential manner using (3), in which the
randomslottime slot is the time slots in the CW and BE is the
Back-off Exponent.
ramdomslottime = 2BE − 1 (3)
C. Similarities and Differences between IEEE 802.15.4
Networks and WLANs
1) Frequency arrangement of IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE
802.11 Standards: The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard support sev-
eral frequency bands including the 868 MHz, 928 MHz and
2.4 GHz ISM bands, and the IEEE 802.11 Standard supports
two frequency bands 2.4 GHz and 5 GHz. This paper focuses
on the 2.4 GHz band, which is the most widely used band.
Fig. 9 shows the sub-channel arrangement specified by the
IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 Standards within the 2.4 GHz
frequency band. The IEEE 802.11g Standard uses a 22 MHz
band, whereas the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard employs a narrow 2
MHz band. This figure shows that IEEE 802.11 channel 1, 6
and 11 severely interfere with the IEEE 802.15.4 channels,
and each IEEE 802.11 channel interferes with four IEEE
802.15.4 channels. IEEE 802.11 devices transmit data packets
at a higher power level than 802.15.4 devices. Therefore,
if IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4 devices coexist in a
relatively confined environment, this would cause co-channel
interference and affect the network performance.
2) The differences between the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE
802.11 MAC layers: Although IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11
Standards both use the CSMA/CA algorithm to access the
channel, there is a slight difference between the two algo-
rithms. The major differences lie within: (1) the IEEE 802.11
back-off counter is only related to the random time slots,
whereas the IEEE 802.15.4 backs off, channel access and
the CCA are required to begin at the boundary of each time
slot; (2) an IEEE 802.11 station senses the channel when the
random back-off time slots run out, while an IEEE 802.15.4
station senses the channel when the random back-off time
slots run out and the CW is decreased to zero; and (3) the
IEEE 802.11 CW denotes the number of random back-off slots
[50], while the IEEE 802.15.4 CW refers to an integer number
that is reduced from one to zero each time when the channel
is sensed idle and the random time slots elapse. The other
differences are summarized in the Table II. Specifically, it can
be seen that IEEE 802.11g has much shorter backoff time slots
and inter-frame periods compared to IEEE 802.15.4 networks,
so IEEE 802.11g networks can seize the channel much faster
and more frequently than IEEE 802.15.4 networks. Fig. 10
illustrates a scenario in which the IEEE 802.15.4 networks
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Fig. 4: The CSMA/CA Algorithm in the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard [47].
Fig. 5: The IEEE 802.15.4 MAC operation.
are interfered with by the IEEE 802.11 networks. Assume
that the IEEE 802.15.4 networks just finish backing off and
start to sense the channel, while IEEE 802.11 networks also
finish sensing the channel that is found to be idle. Since the
DIFS is shorter than the back-off slots of the IEEE 802.15.4
networks, the IEEE 802.11 networks can seize the medium
and begin transmitting a data packet. As the IEEE 802.15.4
networks complete the second back-off, the medium is still
busy due to the IEEE 802.11 ACK packet transmission, so
the IEEE 802.15.4 performs the first CCA and resumes to
back off. The third time when the IEEE 802.15.4 networks
finish backing off, the sender performs the second CCA and
finds the channel occupied by the IEEE 802.11 networks. The
IEEE 802.15.4 networks have to back off for a fourth time.
Although IEEE 802.11 packet size is larger than that of IEEE
802.15.4 networks but with a much faster transmission rate and
much smaller back-off time slots, so IEEE 802.11 networks
can complete the transmission faster and seize the channel
for a new transmission. Moreover, the high level of transmit
power and coverage range of the IEEE 802.11 networks could
interfere with IEEE 802.15.4 networks on a large scale.
IV. COEXISTENCE AND INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
SOLUTIONS BETWEEN IEEE 802.15.4 NETWORKS AND
WLANS
This section summarizes normal solutions to mitigate co-
channel interference and explains the impacting factors on
the network performance. Most researchers conducted research
and analyses with four domains: frequency, time, space and
transmit power. Firstly, due to the share of the 2.4 GHz
channel, the frame error rate of IEEE 802.15.4 networks could
go up to 70% [52], while it sharply decreases as the distance
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TABLE II:
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN IEEE 802.15.4 AND IEEE 802.11 g WLANS [51]
Parameters IEEE 802.15.4 Networks IEEE 802.11g WLAN
Transmit Power -32dBm to 0 dBm 0 to 20 dBm
Receiver Sensitivity -98 dBm -95 dBm
CCA threshold -85 dBm -84 dBm
Bandwidth 2 MHz 22 MHz
Back-off unit 320 µs 9 µs
SIFS 192 µs 10 µs
DIFS N/A 28 µs
CCA 128 µs N/A
CWmin 2 15
CWmax N/A 1023
Center Frequency of the First Channel 2410 MHz 2412 MHz
Payload Size 80 bytes 1500 bytes
ACK packet 5 bytes 14 bytes
Max Date rate 250 Kbps 54 Mbps
Coverage Range 10-50 meters 100-150 meters
Max No. of Retransmissions 3 7


















Fig. 7: IEEE 802.11 Distributed Coordination Function
of two networks’ central frequencies increases. Particularly,
as the frequency offset of the two networks increases to
7 MHz, the frame error rate decreases to zero. Secondly,
sending a large-sized packet could increase the frame error
rate as the packet could experience longer airtime with a
colliding packet. Thirdly, separating the two networks over
a long distance can definitely avoid co-channel interference.
Fourthly, WLANs normally transmit packets at a power level
between 1 to 250 mW, whereas IEEE 802.15.4 devices at 1
Fig. 8: The binary exponential back-off algorithm [49]
mW. These differences make it possible for WLANs to cause
more harm to IEEE 802.15.4 networks. The receiver sensitivity
for IEEE 802.15.4 is recommended at -98 dBm, whereas
for WLANs is -95 dBm depending on modulation schemes.
The IEEE 802.15.4 Standard [47] discusses coexistence issues
between IEEE 802.15.4 networks and other networks sharing
the license-free band and suggests that WLANs operate at low
transmit power to alleviate co-channel interference.
Many studies made additional contributions to enable
the coexistence between IEEE 802.15.4-based WPANs and
WLANs. According to the literature, the research on this
topic can be summarized into two categories as shown in
Fig. 11: (1) two separate networks; namely, the IEEE 802.15.4
network and the WLAN are two separate networks, and (2) one
heterogeneous network; namely, the IEEE 802.15.4 network
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Fig. 9: Sub-channels of the IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 Standards in the 2.4 GHz band [49]
Fig. 10: IEEE 802.11g networks seize the channel faster than IEEE 802.15.4 networks
is connected to the WLAN to form one network. The two-
network scenario has been widely investigated and can be
further categorized into interference analysis and interference
mitigation solutions. Unfortunately, interference mitigation in
one heterogeneous network scenario has not been fully in-
vestigated because two heterogeneous radios on one physical
device can cause very high level of co-channel interference
due to the proximity of the heterogeneous transceivers.
A. Two Separate Networks
This category includes interference mitigation and inter-
ference analysis. The former can be grouped into adaptive
solutions, non-adaptive solutions and cognitive radio networks,
while the latter can be classified into simulation and testbed
analysis, and analytical model analysis.
1) Adaptive Solutions: The adaptive solutions include two
stages: the interference detection stage and the interference
mitigation stage. Co-channel interference can be detected
using Physical and MAC layer metrics such as the Bit Error
Rate (BER) and RSS, the number of ACK packets and so on.
Then the adaptive solutions use numerous techniques such as
channel switching and power control to mitigate interference.
Tang et al. [53] proposed an algorithm named Interference-
Aware Adaptive Clear Channel Assessment (IAACCA) to
reduce the packet loss rate of the ZigBee network. With this
algorithm, a ZigBee node constantly monitors the channel to
determine the idle period is long enough to accommodate
a ZigBee packet without interference. If the idle period is
not sufficient to transmit a ZigBee packet, the size of the
ZigBee packet is adaptively reduced to fit the idle period.
When an entire ZigBee packet cannot be transmitted due to
a busy channel, a channel switching procedure is activated
at the detection stage. All the ZigBee nodes change to a
free or less-affected channel at the mitigation stage. Hoon
et al. in [54] proposed a Time Division Multiple Access
(TDMA) solution. At the detection stage, the PER is used
to determine the timing when the ZigBee nodes switch to a
free channel. An interference mediator serves as coordinator
and gathers the PER. If the PER is larger than a pre-defined
threshold, the mitigation stage is activated, so the WLAN
packets are transmitted with the inactive period of the ZigBee
node, the ZigBee packets are transmitted within the WLAN
Point Coordination Function (PCF) period. The same authors
proposed another solution in [55]. They use a mediator that has
a set of ZigBee transceivers and a set of WLAN transceivers
in order to coordinate the WLAN and ZigBee transmissions.
In other words, the ZigBee part of the mediator communicates
with the ZigBee nodes and the WLAN part only communicates
to the WLAN nodes. To evaluate the level of co-channel
interference, the ACK packets between ZigBee devices and
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Fig. 11: A Taxonomy of Coexistence and Interference Mitigation Solutions
between IEEE 802.15.4 Networks and WLANs
the PAN coordinator are monitored by the mediator. At the
detection stage, as the mediator finds out that the coordinator
receives fewer ACK packets, meaning that ACK packets could
have been lost due to interference. At the mitigation stage,
if the channel is busy, the mediator activates the interference
mitigation process. Then the WLAN part of the mediator starts
to use the NAV to schedule the transmissions of the WLAN
stations, so the ZigBee devices are not interfered.
Wang et al. [56] investigated the lost ACK packets at the
detection stage. They found that the ACK packets caused by
re-transmissions could be affected due to co-channel inter-
ference immediately after a packet transmission. To tackle
this issue, the coordinator of the ZigBee nodes records N
successive RSSI values for 16 µs. If the mean value of the
N RSSI readings is below a pre-defined threshold in the
mitigation stage, then the ACK packet is transmitted. As the
ACK packet is only 11 bytes, the successful delivery rate of
the ACK packets is high if a channel is idle. Apart from
the measurement of lost ACK packets, Torabi et al. [57]
discovered that beacons were corrupted due to interference.
When the channel is busy, the interference mitigation process
is triggered at the detection stage. Since the ZigBee channel
25 is not impacted by interference as shown in Fig. 9, it can
be used as a broadcast channel to notify the ZigBee nodes of
switching to a free channel in the second stage. More precisely,
one slot within the CAP is employed as an alarm slot, and
another is used as a switching slot. At the mitigation stage,
when a number of corrupted beacons are detected by an end
device, the end device transmits a short message within the
alarm slot, notifying the PAN coordinator of the interference
using channel 25. After that, all the end devices tune to the
new channel to avoid interference.
Wei et al. [58] proposed an adaptive CCA solution in a dis-
tributed manner. In the detection stage, if the Energy Detection
(ED) process of the ZigBee nodes detects the interference,
they increase their ED threshold to decrease the packet losses
in the mitigation stage. Once the interference disappears, the
ZigBee nodes restore the initial ED value to avoid the situation
in which some less affected nodes have more chances to
transmit packets. An adaptive back-off solution proposed by
Ndih [59] is that if the ZigBee nodes detect that the channel
is busy due to a WLAN transmission instead of a ZigBee
transmission, both the Backoff Exponent (BE) and the Number
of Back-offs (NB) remain the same with a slight change of
the backoff window in the detection stage. The value of the
backoff window chosen by the ZigBee node is between zero
and two CCAs to mitigate the interference in the mitigation
stage. Hong et al. [60] adopted the ZigBee end-to-end delay as
a metric to evaluate the system performance and employed the
gateway as the coordinator that monitors the delay and sends
control signals in the detection stage. The ZigBee MAC delay
D and WLAN throughput S are mathematically derived. In
the mitigation stage, if D is larger than Dmax and S is larger
than Smax, the coordinator sends a wait signal to suspend
the WLAN traffic until the delay and throughput are less the
predefined thresholds. The algorithm can maintain the QoS of
ZigBee nodes in a Smart Home while retaining a reasonable
throughput of the WLANs. Yi et al. [11] proposed a channel
switching algorithm. The PER and RSSI are used to detect the
interference in the detection stage, and once the interference
is detected, the algorithm starts to search available channels in
the mitigation stage. The authors recommended that switching
to another free channel be better and the ZigBee and WLAN
networks be placed at least four meters to each other to
alleviate co-channel interference.
Tamilselvan et al. [61] also proposed a channel switching
solution for the WPANs grouped and assigned with different
frequencies in the mitigation stage. Dynamic time slots are
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allocated to the WLANs to avoid the interference with the
WPAN nodes. Suk et al. [62] presented a multi-channel
solution. In the detection stage, if one ZigBee node detects
the interference, it transmits a Channel Change Broadcast
Message (CCBM). Upon receiving this message, the other
ZigBee nodes and the PAN coordinator in the same channel
group will be notified of the interference. In the mitigation
stage, all nodes change to the next channel and re-associate
with the PAN coordinator. Lieven et al. [63] proposed a multi-
frequency ZigBee network in an office environment in which
the interference caused by WLANs is dynamic. The receiver
and transmitter in one ZigBee node use two different channels.
The network uses the PER as an internal trigger to determine
the most suitable channel switching time. Specifically, each
ZigBee node selects the channel with the least average PER
to avoid co-channel interference. Li et al. [64] designed an
Adaptive fRequency-Temporal (ART) co-existing framework
to deal with co-channel interference between a multi-channel
ZigBee network and WiFi. The framework consists of two
parts: the first part allocates continuous center frequencies to
ZigBee nodes to exploit the unused WiFi channels, which can
be formulated into a spatial tessellation problem in a unified
frequency-spatial space, and the other part uses Probabilistic
CSMA to opportunistically access the unused WiFi channels
to avoid WiFi interference.
2) Non-adaptive Solutions: Unlike the adaptive solutions,
non-adaptive solutions do not have the detection and miti-
gation stages; rather, they directly deploy their strategies to
alleviate interference. This is because in this case WPANs
and WLANs are in a close range, so it is urgent to abate the
interference immediately; otherwise, the QoS of WPANs could
be compromised by WLANs. Zhang et al. [16] proposed an
interference mitigation scheme named the Cooperative Busy
Tone (CBT). In this scheme, a central ZigBee controller emits
a signal that is strong enough to make the WLAN nodes back
off while the ZigBee transmissions are ongoing. The main
objective of the busy tone is to enhance the ZigBee visibility
by using the strong signal. Specifically, when a ZigBee device
transmits on current channel, the ZigBee controller switches
to an adjoining channel and emits a strong signal (the CBT),
forcing the WLAN nodes to back off until the ZigBee de-
vice ends the transmission. The CBT increases the ZigBee
throughput in the presence of WLAN co-channel interference.
Similarly, Ock et al. [65] extended the CBT into a periodical
CBT that is effective in mitigating the interference for a
multi-hop ZigBee network. Sangsoon et al. [66] presented
another solution named Narrow Band Protection (NBP), which
is also based on the idea of the CBT. More precisely, when
a ZigBee node detects a free channel and transmits a packet,
a NBP ZigBee protector senses the ZigBee packet by cross
correlating it with the pre-defined Pseduo-random Noise (PN)
sequence and estimates the duration of the transmission. Then
the protector switches to the adjacent channel and reserves it
by emitting a strong signal for the estimated duration, so the
ZigBee packet transmissions will not be affected. However, the
busy tone method has one drawback that the ZigBee protector
needs to hop on the adjacent sub-channel to release the busy
tone, which would consume more power than using a single
channel. Kim et al. [67] proposed a full-duplex-based busy
tone solution in which the busy tone is emitted on the same
channel when transmitting ZigBee packets and is cancelled
by a customized canceller implemented in hardware to avoid
self-interference but strong enough to defer the WLANs.
Chen et al. [68] have proposed an interference mitigation
solution. This solution involves a module on the WiFi side that
can detect weak ZigBee signals using Fast Fourier Transfor-
mation (FFT) and reserve the channel for the ZigBee transmis-
sions. Therefore, the ZigBee network can successfully transmit
packets without being interfered by WLANs. Liang et al. [69]
found that ZigBee headers could be corrupted due to co-
channel interference. The authors defined two cases regarding
the interference: a symmetric case in which the ZigBee and
WLAN nodes can detect each other and an asymmetric case
in which the ZigBee nodes can sense the WLAN nodes, but
not vice versa. As a result, the authors proposed a solution
named BuzzBuzz that fully takes advantage of the header
and payload redundancy. In the first case, a ZigBee node
sends the header multiple times, and the first header causes
the WLAN node to back off, ensuring the second one can
be sensed by the ZigBee receiver. In the second case, the
ZigBee nodes use a Forward Error Correction (FEC) Code to
recover the corrupted ZigBee payloads. The results show that
this solution can improve the ZigBee packet reception rate by
70% and increase the WLAN throughput by 10%. Yan et al.
[70] proposed an interference cancellation technique named
WizBee (Wise ZigBee). The work replaces the traditional
ZigBee sink with a modified ZigBee sink so that the latter
can recover the corrupted ZigBee packets using the WLAN
interference cancellation technique including the Viterbi de-
coding scheme across different subcarriers and a data-aided
channel coefficient computation scheme for frequency offset
compensation. Compared with other solutions, more advanced
solutions tend to focus more on the Physical Layer techniques
using such as FFT, the FEC and the Viterbi decoding scheme to
actively detect and cancel the interference [68]–[70], or focus
on building a framework that fully consider the frequency,
time, space and power these factors to alleviate the interference
[64]. These solutions have showed the best performances and
have the potential to be applied for a large-scale dense network
under the IoT era. Overall, advantages and drawbacks of the
adaptive and non-adaptive mitigation solutions are summarized
in Table III and Table IV, respectively.
3) Cognitive Radio Networks: Cognitive radio networks are
a promising solution for mitigating co-channel interference.
Many studies have attempted to solve the coexistence issue
using cognitive radio networks. Yang et al. [71] developed a
Markov Chain model to characterize the dynamics of spectrum
sharing for one and multiple channel cases in which Secondary
Users (SU) are subject to two independent Primary Users
(PU). The service time and average waiting time of the SU
transmission are derived. The analytical model can be used to
predict the ZigBee network performance as SU under the inter-
ference of WLANs. Lee et al. [72] proposed a cognitive beam-
forming algorithm to mitigate co-channel interference between
WLANs and smart meters in Smart Grids. An assumption that
the home appliance has multiple antennas is considered. The
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TABLE III:






Scalability Ways of Control Evaluation Setting Latency Triggering methods
Yuan in [58] Power Low High Distributed OPNET Simulation Low CCA Energy
Detection




Power Low High Distributed Real testbeds Medium RSSI
Chen in [68] Frequency Low High Distributed Real testbeds Low ZigBee Signal
Torabi in
[57]
Frequency Medium Low Centralized Theory and simulation Medium K lost Beacons
Yan in [70] Frequency
and Power
High High Distributed Real testbeds Medium Directly decode and
recover corrupted
ZigBee packets
Jung in [55] Time Low High Centralized Real testbeds High RSSI and ACK
Tamilselvan
in [61]
Time High Low Centralized Simulations Low PER
Tang in [53] Time Medium Low Centralized Real testbeds Medium The channel idle time
Yi in [11] Time Low Low Centralized Real testbeds and simulation Low RSSI threshold
Kang in [62] Time High High Distributed Real testbeds Medium Beacon, ACK/NACK
Jung in [54] Time Medium High Centralized Simulations Low PER
Lieven in
[63]
Time High High Centralized Real testbeds Medium Average PER
Zhang in
[16], [65]
Time High High Centralized Real testbedd and simulation Medium WiFi signal
Chen in [68] Time Low High Distributed Real testbeds Low ZigBee Signal
Hong in [60] Time Medium Low Centralized Simulation Low Delay threshold
Sangsoon in
[66]
Time Low High Distributed Real testbeds and NS-2 Low ZigBee Signal
Liang in
[69]
Time high High Distributed Real testbeds Low WiFi signal
Li in [64] Frequency,
Space and
time




ADVANTAGES AND DRAWBACKS OF THE ADAPTIVE AND NON-ADAPTIVE SOLUTIONS
Solutions Advantages Drawbacks
Yuan in [58] Easy and fast to implement in a distributed manner The channel can be seized by the other nodesif the ED threshold does not decrease promptly
Ndih in [59] Simple and efficient in mitigating the interference Need to modify the IEEE 802.15.4 and firmware
Wang in [56] Easy and simple to implement The MAC delay increases due to RSSI readings
Chen in [68] Simple to implement with the increased ZigBee throughput Decrease in WLAN throughput by 10%
Torabi in [57] Effective in recovering the corrupted beacons andavoid WLAN interference
Need to modify the IEEE 8021.5.4 Standard and
the beacon structure.
Might not be useful in a dense WLAN scenario
Jung in [55] Effective in mitigating WLAN interference even in aharsh environment by adjusting the ZigBee packet length
Need to interact with the WLAN that uses NAV
to suspend other WLAN’s transmissions and
might increase the delay
Tamilselvan in [61] Effective in mitigating WLAN interference Grouping nodes and assigning with different frequenciesbased on their transmit power might increase the system cost
Tang in [53] Easy to implement in hardware Might not be effective in a dense WLAN scenario
Yi in [11] Easy to implement and switch to the idle channel Might not be effective in a dense WLAN scenario
Kang in [62] Effectively mitigate interference Exchanging grouping messages could increase the systemcost and delay
Jung in [54] Easy and simple to implement Might not be suitable for multi-hop IEEE 802.15.4 networksdue to the exhausted inactive periods
Lieven in [63] Effectively mitigate co-channel interference Need to change the IEEE 802.15.4 Standard andconsume more energy due to the channel switching
Zhang in [16], [65] Effectively protect ZigBee from the WLAN interference The busy tone might consume high energy andthe interactive process could increase the delay
Hong in [60] Simple and efficient in mitigating interference Need a controller and increase energy consumptionIf the controller fails, the system breaks down
Sangsoon in [66] Easy and simple to implement ZigBee consumes more energy
Liang in [69] Effectively increase ZigBee network delivery rate andin reducing ZigBee re-transmissions by a factor of three.
Due to the use of multiple headers, the system
might consume more energy
Yan in [70] Effectively increase both ZigBee and WLAN throughput Might increase delay and energey consumption
Li in [64] Effectively increase ZigBee throughput and decrease its latency Might increase energey consumption
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algorithm aims at minimizing the transmit power in the Smart
Grid with a constraint of SU’s QoS. With this design, home
appliances can transmit information via WLANs on the free
channel while maintaining the QoS of the Smart Grid.
4) Simulation and Testbed Analysis: Angrisani et al. [52]
conducted real testbed experiments using a pair of WLAN
nodes and a pair of ZigBee nodes to determine how co-
channel interference impacts on both networks. If the WLAN
nodes are the victims, the WLAN packet loss rate remains
stable in the presence of ZigBee devices. However, if the
ZigBee nodes are the victims, the ZigBee packet loss rate
drops sharply due to the detrimental impact of the WLAN
nodes. When the WLAN nodes start to transmit, the packet
loss rate of the ZigBee nodes increases up to 70%. The study
is important because it could be used as a reference model
when applying the network resource allocation techniques.
Sikora et al. [73] investigated how Bluetooth devices, WLANs
and microwave ovens affect WPANs. Since they all share
the 2.4 GHz license-free band, WLAN devices adversely
affect the WPANs, causing significant packet losses due to
the high transmit power. On the other hand, the microwave
ovens and Bluetooth devices do not heavily interfere with the
WPANs, and the average packet error rate of the WPANs is
approximately 10%. As the IEEE 802.15.4 channel 25 and
26 are not interfered by the WLANs, these two channels are
recommended to avoid the interference.
Rihan et al. [12] discovered that the blind coexistence of
ZigBee, Bluetooth and WLAN nodes could exert a detri-
mental impact on ZigBee nodes. To investigate the impact
of co-channel interference, metrics such as the Received
Signal Strength Indicator (RSSI), packet error rate and link
Quality Indicator were employed to study co-channel impact
on ZigBee nodes. Chong et al. [13] compared the ZigBee
throughput results using the testbed and analytical model.
Specifically, the saturated throughput of the ZigBee nodes has
been derived from the analytical model agreed well with the
testbed results that the ZigBee throughput decreased in the
presence of co-channel interference. Verma [74] systemically
investigated the mutual interference between IEEE 802.15.4
networks and WLAN variants (IEEE 802.11 b/g/n). The author
conducted a series of testbeds experiments using the packet
deliver ratio at the receiver side of an IEEE 802.15.4 device
and found that IEEE 802.15.4 networks are often subject to
WLAN interference. More specifically, for IEEE 802.11 b/g/n
networks, channel 1, 6 and 11 were adopted. For example,
for channel 1 of the 802.11 b network, the channels 11-13
of IEEE 802.15.4 should be avoided to mitigate co-channel
interference.
Yoon et al. [75] analyzed how WLANs impact on WPAN’s
transmissions in terms of the PER and the collision time
duration. The PER is used to derive the safe distance in which
the WPANs are placed four meters away from the WLANs.
The test results showed that the safe distance can effectively
reduce co-channel interference. A similar conclusion can also
be found in [76]. Guang et al. [77] found that the center
frequency offset and the distance between WLAN and ZigBee
nodes are significant. Specifically, larger frequency offsets lead
to a lower ZigBee packet loss rate, and the level of co-channel
interference decreases as the distance increases. IEEE 802.11b
nodes interfere with ZigBee more severely than IEEE 802.11g
nodes due to longer air times caused by lower data rates. Yue
et al. [78] found out that ZigBee transmissions are severely
subject to the fast and frequent WiFi interference, and it is
impossible to mitigate interference with MAC layer solutions.
Ivan et al. [79] adopted the packet collision probability as
the metric and analyzed co-channel interference. The authors
found out ZigBee have no or little impact on the WLAN’s
performance. Although most studies have proved that WLANs
can have detrimental impacts on ZigBee networks, Sofie
et al. [80] conducted measurements of ZigBee impacts on
WLANs and found out that the WLAN’s performance could
be degraded when the ZigBee network uses a very high
packet transmission rate. Zhen et al. [81] used the central
limit theorem to derive closed-form expressions for energy-
based Clear Channel Assessment (CCA). The authors found
out that WPANs are oversensitive to 802.11b signals, which
are insensitive to WPANs. The authors also recommended that
a higher CCA threshold for WPANs can increase spatial re-
usage, while a lower CCA threshold for WLANs can help
sense WPAN signals, which improves the medium sharing
fairness.
5) Analytical Models: This section summarizes the math-
ematical models that can mimic the impact of co-channel
interference caused by WLANs. Phuong et al. [82] presented
a bidimensional discrete-time Markov Chain (MC) model that
characterizes the behaviour of the pair of WLAN and ZigBee
nodes. The ZigBee throughput in the presence of the WLANs
is derived via the MC model. The analytical throughput results
match with the simulation results quite well, validating the
proposed MC model. The ZigBee throughput decreases as the
packet arrival rate of the WLAN node increases. Chong et al.
[13] also used a MC model to describe the operation of each
ZigBee device in the presence of WLAN interference. Based
on the MC model, the normalized saturation throughput of
the ZigBee nodes with co-channel interference is derived. The
simulation results agree well with the analytical results. With
the WLAN co-channel interference, the throughput decreases
much more than that of the case without the WLAN interfer-
ence. The derived model can also be used to predict the ZigBee
performance with the WLANs sharing the same channel.
Shin [14] modified the bidimensional Markov Chain model
presented in [15] by considering the packet transmission,
packet losses and ACK reception in time slots. The saturated
ZigBee throughput is derived via the modified Markov Chain
model. The simulation results closely match the theoretical
expressions, proving the effectiveness of the proposed model.
Tas et al. [83] mathematically derived the channel utilization
of the ZigBee network under the influence of WLANs via
the analysis of the overlapping transmission duration of the
ZigBee and WLANs. Through the analysis, the authors found
that the WLAN packet size can be tuned to mitigate co-
channel interference if 802.11 traffic is moderate. Han et al.
[84] proposed a one-state MC model that characterizes the
successful and failed transmissions. The ZigBee throughput is
derived from the Markov Chain model. Without the WLAN
interference, the ZigBee throughput increases as the packet
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size increases, but with the WLAN interference, the ZigBee
throughput only reaches a peak and then steadily declines as
the packet size increases. This is because the larger the ZigBee
packet size is, the higher chance that the ZigBee packets
collide with the WLAN packets.
Zhang et al. [85] proposed an analytical model for 802.15.4
and 802.11 devices coexistence when predicting the 802.15.4
delay and 802.11 throughput using the M/G/1 queuing and
Markov Chain models in the NS-3 simulator. Since it is
difficult to transmit 802.15.4 packets in a timely manner
in the presence of 802.11 devices, the coexistence model
provides a tuning method to guarantee the 802.15.4 delay
constraints between 50 to 100 ms and maximize the 802.11
throughput between 27 to 78 Mbps. Amr et al. [86] proposed a
probabilistic path loss model for Smart Homes where 802.11
and 802.15.4 devices coexist using the NS-3 simulator. The
model explicitly accounts for additional path loss from wall
penetration, scattering, reflection and diffraction. The proba-
bility of encountering additional path loss depends only on
the distance between the receiver and the transmitter. Typical
Smart Home application traffic is modelled to show that the
data rate and density of the interfering nodes have an impact
on the 802.11 and 802.15.4 throughputs.
B. One Heterogeneous Network
The majority of the studies mitigate co-channel interfer-
ence on two independent IEEE 802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11
networks. However, few studies investigated the co-channel
interference in one single heterogeneous network where data
is collected from IEEE 802.15.4 networks, forwarded to IEEE
802.15.4/WLAN gateways and transmitted by the WLAN
interfaces in the gateway. As shown in Fig. 12, the 150-meter
link in (b) has been replaced by the IEEE 802.15.4/WLAN
gateway and the WLAN sink in (a) to decrease the number of
hops and increase the Packet Reception Rate. The interference
caused by such heterogeneous network is often more severe
than that of the two separate networks. This is because if
the IEEE 802.15.4 network’s current channel is overlapped
with the one the WLAN is using in a single network, the
interference is persistent, whereas the interference incurred by
the two separate networks are intermittent depending on the
types of applications. For example, in a Smart Home, a ZigBee
smart meter sends meter reading data to the smart gateway,
encountering the interference from the WLAN between the
access point and a laptop. If the meter finishes transmitting
data, the interference is gone.
A single heterogeneous network comprised of the IEEE
802.15.4 and IEEE 802.11 networks was proposed in [87]
to reduce the number of hops in a multi-hop IEEE 802.15.4
network while maintaining the same coverage. This extension
could create co-channel interference with the IEEE 802.15.4
network, so the packet aggregation technique is employed to
decrease the number of the WLAN packets, thereby avoiding
the probability of colliding with the packets of the IEEE
802.15.4 networks. Huang et al. [88] proposed an interference
mitigation solution for the wearable health monitoring system.
ZigBee sensors are attached to humans to monitor blood
pressure and the heart rate, and a ZigBee/WLAN gateway
is responsible for transmitting the collected data using the
WLAN interface to a WLAN AP, which connects a back-end
server. If the sensor captures a time-sensitive signal, it uses a
GTS to the ZigBee/WLAN in a collision-free mode and the
gateway reserves the channel by using Network Allocation
Vector (NAV) to defer the other ZigBee/WLAN gateways and
relays the signal to the server.
Other studies also discussed one heterogeneous network
consisting of the IEEE 802.15.4/WLAN, but they did not
consider co-channel interference. Anis Koubaa et al. [89]
proposed a large-scale dual-radio wireless sensor network,
which is connected with WLAN networks to increase data rate
and extend the transmission range. The proposed network can
improve network performance in a real time manner in terms
of reliability and scalability. Due to the longer transmission
range and the high data rate of the WLAN, the dual-radio
wireless sensor network can transmit the sensor traffic in a
real time manner, so WLANs can be adopted as backbone
networks supporting transmissions in a wide area with high
throughput. However, this study did not provide detailed
testbed or simulation results. Similar studies are proposed
in [90], [91]. A wireless sensor network supporting the IP
protocol was proposed in [92], and this IP-based network is
connected with WLANs to enable a fast and cost-effective
connection to the Internet. In this study, a gateway has been
implemented using TI CC2528 devices, but the study did not
present any concrete results or test plans.
The dual-radio WiFi/ZigBee network can also be deployed
in the Smart building to assist Advanced Metering Infras-
tructure (AMI) with heavy network loads [93]. A case study
based on the simulation of a one-hop network was conducted
to further investigate the hybrid network performance. The
round trip time for demand response applications was 0.6 s,
and smart metering one-way time transmission was round 9 s.
Jun Wang et al. [94] also presented a dual-radio WiFi/ZigBee
network and compared its performance with that of the ZigBee
network using the OPNET modeller. The simulation results
showed that the proposed dual-radio network outperformed
the single ZigBee network in terms of the packet loss rate,
throughput and average end-to-end delay. Another application
of the WiFi/ZigBee network is to monitor transportation net-
works such as truck platoons and trains [95]. More precisely,
sensors were grouped into several clusters within different
train carriages, and these carriages were wirelessly connected
using the WiFi/ZigBee nodes. The OPNET simulation results
and the analytical analysis showed a good agreement, but this
study did not consider co-channel interference. Above all, most
of the above studies did not consider co-channel interference
in their measurements, so we proposed an algorithm named
Blank Burst to mitigate co-channel interference in a dense
area network. The interested reader can refer to [96] for more
details.
V. COEXISTENCE AND INTERFERENCE MITIGATION
SOLUTIONS BETWEEN BLUETOOTH AND WLANS
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Fig. 12: Comparison of a heterogeneous network and a homogeneous network
A. Bluetooth Overview
Apart from IEEE 802.15.4 networks, Bluetooth is another
integral part of WPANs and also shares the 2.4 GHz band
with WLANs [97]. This section discusses the coexistence and
interference mitigation between Bluetooth and WLANs. The
Bluetooth technology is designed to replace non-interoperable
proprietary cables connecting cordless phones, laptops, head-
sets and other portable devices. Similar to IEEE 802.15.4
devices, classic Bluetooth operates in the 2.4 GHz frequency
band with 79 radio frequency channels of 1 MHz width
and transmit data packets normally at 1mW (Bluetooth Low
Energy has 40 radio frequency channels with each taking up
2 MHz, which is not depicted in Fig. 15). The modulation
scheme at the Physical Layer is Binary Gaussian Frequency-
Shift Keying (GFSK), and the defined data rate is 1 Mbps. In
particular, the channel is divided into many micro-channels,
each of which occupies 625 µs, so there are 1600 slots in one
minute. The transmission of a packet only occurs at the odd
number of slots, and the even number of slots are reserved
for the receiving packets. In addition, Bluetooth uses the Fre-
quency Hopping technology to mitigate possible interference.
The maximum hopping rate is 1600 hops/s, and each small-
sized packet takes up one time slot and is transmitted with
a different frequency. In contrast, a large-sized packet can
take up to five time slots with a minimum frequency hopping
rate of 320 hops/s. The transmission of a large-sized packet
always adopts the frequency of the first slot until the end of
the transmission.
More that two Bluetooth devices can form a piconet, where
one device serves as a master and the other devices act
as slaves. Each piconet allows a maximum seven slaves to
connect to the master simultaneously and uses a master’s
pseudo-random frequency hopping sequence obtained from the
master’s 48-bit address. The frequency hopping pattern is gen-
erated as follows. Firstly, the frequency band from 2.402 GHz
to 2.480 GHz is classified into 79 odd and even frequencies. A
window with 32 frequencies is used. The frequency hopping
sequence is randomly chosen from the window that contains
the first 32 out of 79 frequencies. After the first sequence
is executed, a new window is configured with 16 previous
frequencies and 16 out of remaining 47 frequencies. Once the
connection between slaves and a master is established, the
slaves synchronize their timing and frequency hopping with
the master. The master controls the access to the channel of
the slaves using a polling mechanism, meaning that as long
as the master has a packet to transmit, it sends a broadcast
packet to all the slaves to ask whose packet it is. If a slave
replies, the master transmits the packet to that slave while the
other slaves remain silent. A slave always follows a master’s
packet transmission, as shown in Fig. 13 from the master’s
perspective. A slave must reply to a packet that is sent by a
master and specifically addressed to it. If the slave has no data
to transmit, it sends a NULL packet instead.
Bluetooth devices have two types of links: the Asyn-
chronous Connection Link (ACL) and the Synchronous
Connection-Oriented (SCO) link. The ACL is for data trans-
missions between a master and a slave. The ACL includes
two packet formats: DMn and DHn packets that take up an
odd number of frequency-hopping slots (n=1, 3 and 5). The
DM format has Forward Error Correction (FEC), whereas
the DHn format does not. To prevent packet losses, the
Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) protocol is adopted to
reply the sender with an ACK packet. In contrast, the SCO
link is intended for a voice connection between a master
and a slave. There are three types of packet formats: HV1,
HV2 and HV3. These packets are transmitted at regular time
intervals, denoted by TSCO. Specifically, the TSCO is assigned
for two, four and six time slots for the HV1, HV2 and HV3
formats with 80 bits, 160 bits and 240 bits of information
transmitted, respectively. Unlike the ACL, the SCO link has
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Fig. 13: The hopping sequence from a master’s perspective [98]
Fig. 14: Bluetooth packet format [33]
no retransmissions to prevent packet losses. In addition, the
basic packet format for Bluetooth packets is shown in Fig.
14. The format contains a 72-bit access code, a 54-bit header
and a variable size of the payload with data or voice packets
depending on the connection established between a master
and a slave. The access code is for message identification and
synchronization. The header includes the active slave address
AM_ADDR and the packet type TYPE. The header includes
an ARQ Number (ARQN) that indicates whether the previous
packet has been successfully received or not, and includes the
Sequence Number (SEQN) that facilitates the ordering of the
data packets. The differences between Bluetooth and WLANs
are presented in Table V.
Similar to IEEE 802.15.4 networks, Bluetooth uses the 2.4
GHz ISM frequency band and could encounter co-channel
interference, as shown in Fig. 15. To tackle this problem,
the IEEE 802.15.2 Task Group proposes two solutions in
[99] for the coexistence between Bluetooth networks and
WLANs, as shown in Fig. 16. The first is a collaborative
solution in which the Bluetooth and the WLAN residing on
the same device collaborate to mitigate the interference, which
is similar to one heterogeneous network comprised of an
IEEE 802.15.4 network and a WLAN. The second is non-
collaborative solutions that alleviate the interference between
separate Bluetooth networks and WLANs. This group can be
further divided into two categories: interference analysis and
interference mitigation. The former includes the analysis for
co-channel interference, while the latter uses various solutions
to tackle the interference.
B. Non-Collaborative Solutions
Non-collaborative solutions mitigates interference for inde-
pendent Bluetooth networks and WLANs without cooperation
between them. This category includes interference analysis
and interference mitigation. The interference analysis can be
further divided into analytical model analysis, and simulation
and testbed analysis, and the interference mitigation can be
divided into adaptive solutions and non-adaptive solutions.
1) Adaptive Solutions: The adaptive solutions mitigate co-
channel interference in many ways. The very basic solution is
Adaptive Frequency Hopping (AFH) proposed in [23], [24]
that groups the interfering channel and free channels into
"used" channels and "unused" channels, respectively. As a
result, the hopping sequence is generated as per the "unused"
channel numbers. Its drawback is that the AFH might need a
few seconds to update the channel map to specifically identify
the "used" channels. To enhance the AFH scheme, more
advanced solutions have been proposed to alleviate co-channel
interference. The same author also proposed another method
named Backoff Interference Awareness Scheduling (BIAS)
[100]. Upon detecting the interference, the Bluetooth network
holds the current packet until the next free channel and then
transmits the packet. BIAS proves to be more effective than
AFH in mitigating co-channel interference in terms of packet
losses.
So et al. [101] proposed an Interference-Aware Frequency
Hopping (IAFH) scheme to tackle co-channel interference
with dense WLANs. The proposed scheme includes three
steps: channel grouping, channel classification and probability-
based hopping. More precisely, the proposed IAFH scheme
dynamically groups the channel into "good" or "bad" channels
, then uses the Bit Error Rate to evaluate the level of inter-
ference and transmit Bluetooth packets on "good" frequencies
with a non-uniform probability. Lee [102] enhanced the legacy
AFH scheme. The proposed solution groups the Bluetooth
channels as per the WiFi channel allocation and classifies the
groups according to the level of interference, namely the PER.
Then the solution uses a moving average technique to estimate
channel quality more accurately. Hsu et al. [103] presented an
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TABLE V:
DIFFERENCES BETWEEN BLUETOOTH AND IEEE 802.11 g WLANS
Parameters Bluetooth IEEE 802.11g WLAN
Transmit Power 1 to 10 dBm 0 to 20 dBm
Receiver Sensitivity -95 dBm -95 dBm
CCA threshold N/A -84 dBm
Bandwidth 1 MHz 22 MHz
Back-off unit N/A 9 µs
SIFS 192 µs 10 µs
DIFS N/A 28 µs
CWmin N/A 15
CWmax N/A 1023
Channel Access Polling CSMA/CA
Payload Size 80 bytes 1500 bytes
ACK packet N/A 14 bytes
Max Date rate 1 Mbps 54 Mbps
Coverage Range 1-10 meters 100-150 meters
Max No. of Retransmissions N/A 7
Basic Cells Piconet Basic Service Set
Fig. 15: Sub-channels of Bluetooth and the IEEE 802.11 Standard in the 2.4 GHz band
Fig. 16: A Taxonomy of Interference Mitigation Solutions between Bluetooth and WLANs
Enhanced Adaptive Frequency Hopping (EAFH) solution. The
solution monitors the overall average PER and the individual
PER in the hop set, removing the channel associated with the
high PER out of the hop set to optimize the performance of
the Bluetooth piconet coexisting with other Bluetooth piconet
or WLANs. Kwok et al. [104] compared two interference
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mitigation solutions: Interference Source Oriented Adaptive
Frequency Hopping (ISOAFH) and Interference Source Ori-
ented Master Delay Scheduling (ISOMDMS). The ISOAFH
solution improves the conventional AFH, which is sensitive
to memory and power limitations, by locating the WLAN
channels and avoiding hopping on those channels. In contrast,
the ISOMDMS solution reduces the level of co-channel inter-
ference by delaying the Bluetooth transmissions.
Taher et al. [105] proposed an intelligent Adaptive Fre-
quency Hopping (IAFH) scheme to specifically identify
WLAN co-channel interference and alleviate it. More specif-
ically, the IAFH intelligently identifies interfering WLAN
channels by determining which WLAN channel has the highest
number of interfering Bluetooth channels. For example, if
the Bluetooth master detects that WLAN channel 3 has six
’used’ channels, channel 4 has five and channel 6 has four,
there is a high probability that the WLAN occupies channel
3. Therefore, the IAFH scheme will know that the WLAN
is operating on channel 3 and mark all the sub-channels of
channel 6 as "used" channels and remove them out of the hop-
ping frequencies. Shao et al. [106] proposed a Bluetooth Slot
Availability Randomization solution to mitigate co-channel
interference in a dense WiFi environment. The rationale behind
this is to postpone the Bluetooth packets that are supposed
to be transmitted with a probability P, to collision-free time
slots. The P is the packet error rate and updated within an
packet interval. This solution compared with the legacy AFH
significantly improves the WiFi throughput and decreases the
WiFi packet losses. Sun et al. [107] presented a centralized
interference mitigation solution in which a dedicated Bluetooth
coordinator controls multiple piconets and parallelizes their
frequency hopping sequences. The coordinator also detects
WiFi signals to inform all the Bluetooth devices of interfering
channels, so these Bluetooth devices can mark the WiFi
channels as used channels and update their hopping sequences
using the unused channels, thus mitigating co-channel inter-
ference. Lee et al. [108] proposed a Frequency Hopping (FH)
algorithm that mitigates the co-channel interference caused
by collocated WLANs and Bluetooth piconets. The algorithm
uses carrier sensing to check if the next FH channel is
occupied by other transmissions and removes the channel
from the hopping set via the periodical channel classification
process. In this process, all available channels are divided
into several groups, the PER and Interference Signal Detection
Rate (ISDR) are used to test the availability of the channels in
a group-wise manner. The algorithm also expands the channel
set by incorporating the channels marked as "used" but not
actually in use by WLANs.
Howitt et al. [109] presented an analytical model of the
packet transmission time and derive the optimal fragmentation
number of the WLAN packets in the presence of collocated
Bluetooth interference to boost the network performance.
This is because there is a trade-off between an increase
in packet overhead caused by packet fragmentation and a
decrease in the collision probability due to retransmissions
of those fragmented packets. Hsu et al. [110], [111] proposed
a packet length adaptation solution for mitigating co-channel
interference. More specifically, an analytical model has been
developed to characterize the interference between Bluetooth
and WiFi, and then a dynamical fragmentation scheme is
employed to adaptively adjust the size of the WiFi packets as
per the PER. If the PER is larger than a calculated threshold,
the proposed solution is activated. In doing so, the WiFi
and Bluetooth packets have fewer overlapping air times, thus
resulting in less co-channel interference. Chiasserini et al.
[112], [113] proposed an adaptive packet size scheme. In this
scheme, the Bluetooth master node detects the interference
from the WLAN using the RSSI. If the level of interference
is intense, the Bluetooth node will use shorter-sized packets
or postpone the current packet transmission to mitigate the
interference.
N. Golmie combined the power control and packet-postpone
techniques to tackle the interference [114], and thus the Blue-
tooth packet loss rate can be significantly decreased without
the increase in the access delay in the MAC layer. The
author speculated the use of combined approaches such as
traffic scheduling, packet encapsulation and the ARQ would
effectively mitigate co-channel interference. Cordeiro et al.
[115] also proposed a combined technique that involved the
AFH and Bluetooth carrier sensing to mitigate the persistent
interference [116] and intermittent interference [117]. The
persistent interference refers to the interference from the
WLAN to the Bluetooth network, whereas the intermittent
interference is from Bluetooth to the WLAN. In particular,
the carrier sensing mechanism is added within the turnaround
time that is the remaining time of one Bluetooth time slot apart
from the occupation of a packet transmission.
2) Non-adaptive Solutions: Apart from the adaptive solu-
tions, there are non-adaptive solutions to cope with co-channel
interference. Li et al. [118] presented a dual-channel solution
that transmits the same packet on two separate channels with
much less power than that of a single channel. Specifically, the
two channels are separated by 22 MHz to ensure the Bluetooth
piconet is robust to the WLAN interference. The proposed
solution can work without using the PER or BER to detect the
interference pattern and work distributively without communi-
cating to other networks. Above all, among all the solutions,
only the recent solution [101] adopts the probability-based
hopping technique to mitigate co-channel interference and is
similar to [64] using a probabilistic CSMA/CA mechanism
in Section IV-A.1. The probabilistic CSMA/CA mechanism
proves to be effective in mitigating the co-channel interference
caused by ZigBee and WLANs, and caused by Bluetooth and
WLANs. The summarization of the adaptive and non-adaptive
solutions and their advantages and drawbacks are listed in
Table VI and Table VII, respectively.
3) Simulation and Testbed Analysis: The co-channel inter-
ference between Bluetooth piconets and WLANs have been
widely investigated, and some of the studies gave the analysis
and discussions on the reasons for co-channel interference
between Bluetooth piconets and WLANs in terms of testbeds
and simulations. Howitt et al. [120] designed a source manage-
ment tool to understand the relationship between the signal-
to-noise ratio and the frequency offset, and to evaluate how
the packet transmissions can be interfered with. Matheus et
al. [121] conducted a series of fine-grained comparisons and
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TABLE VI:













Frequency Low Medium Centralized OPNET Simulation Medium BER, Packet Loss,
Frame error rate
Hsu in [103] Frequency Low High Centralized Theory and simulation Low Average PER
So in [101] Frequency Low High Centralized Simulation Medium PER
Lee in [108] Frequency High High Centralized Theory and Simulation Low PER
Lee in [102] Frequency Low Low Centralized Simulation Low PER
Taher in [105] Frequency Low Low Centralized MATLAB Simulations Low BER, packet loss,
frame error rate
Kwok in [104] Frequency
and Time
Low High Centralized OPNET Simulation Medium BER, packet loss,
frame error rate
Sun in [107] Frequency High Medium Centralized NS-3 Simulation Medium BER
Shao in [106] Time Low High Distributed Theory and Simulation Low PER
Hsu in [110] Time Medium Medium Centralized Simulations Low PER
Hsu [111] Time Medium Medium Centralized Simulation Low PER
Howitt in [109] Time Medium Medium Centralized Theory Low Collision
probability
Li in [118] Time Low High Centralized Testbeds Low SNR
TABLE VII:




Suitable for the interference-persistent environment. Cannot quickly respond to a changing environment.Lead to additional packet losses due to frequent channel estimate
BIAS of Golmie
in [119]
Suitable for the frequent changing environment Might cause a high delay in the interference-persistent environment
Hsu in [103] Can mitigate co-channel interferenceby adjusting the hop set and packet size
Might need to modify the Bluetooth standard and
Shrinking the hop set cause more interference
to IEEE 802.15.4 devices
So in [101] Effective in mitigating co-channel interferencein a dynamical manner Might increase the Bluetooth delay
Lee in [108] Effective in mitigating co-channel interference Need to modify the Bluetooth standard to add carrier sensingthat could cost more energy
Lee in [102] Effective in mitigating co-channel interference Might not be useful in a dense WLAN environment
Taher [105] Can quickly detect WiFi channels to adjust the hop set Might not be useful in a dense WLAN environment
ISOAFH of
Kwok in [104]
Suitable for interference-persistent environment.
Cannot quickly respond to a changing environment
Might cause additional packet losses
due to frequent channel estimation
ISOMDMS of
Kwok [104]
Suitable for a frequent changing environment Could cause a high delay if the interference is persistent
Shao in [106] Effective in mitigating co-channel interference causedby dense WLANs in a distributed manner Might increase the Bluetooth delay
Sun in [107] Can mitigate both inter and intra-network interferencecaused by Bluetooth piconets and WLANs Need to modify the Bluetooth standard to support the coordination
Hsu in [110] Effective in mitigating co-channel interferenceusing packet fragmentation Fragmentation might increase the system overhead.
Hsu in [111] Effective in mitigating co-channel interferenceusing packet fragmentation
Fragmentation might increase the system overhead and
numbers of re-transmissions.
Howitt in [109] Effective in mitigating co-channel interferenceusing packet fragmentation
Fragmentation might increase the system overhead
and numbers of re-transmissions
Li in [118] Effective in mitigating co-channel interferenceusing dual-channel transmissions
Need to modify the Bluetooth standard if the dual-channel
transmissions are supported
measurements of the Bluetooth behavior with and without
WLAN co-channel interference in terms of the packet loss
rate. They found that free space propagation, Rayleigh fading
and antenna orientation must be considered during simulation,
and that the distance to the interferer and time and frequency
behaviour also need to be taken into account. Additionally,
the levels of interference caused by WLANs and microwave
ovens are similar.
Cabral et al. [122] presented an in-depth discussion on the
adverse impact of Bluetooth interference on WLANs. They
discovered that Bluetooth transmissions degrade the WLAN
performance. They also made another interesting discovery
that co-channel interference becomes worse as the distance
between Bluetooth and WLAN increases from 2.60 m to
4.60 m. This is because Bluetooth uses DM1 packets with
a higher frequency hopping rate. Punnoose et al. [123] con-
ducted real testbeds experiments for the interference analysis
of Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b Direct Sequence Spread
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Spectrum (DSSS) systems. They discovered that IEEE 802.11b
throughput rapidly degrades in the presence of co-channel
interference. In contrast, the Bluetooth throughput degrades
when the IEEE 802.11b interfering signal is strong enough.
They mutually adversely affect each other. A. S. Shirsat et
al. [124] made the same discovery with the other studies that
Bluetooth packet transmissions lead to co-channel interference
with WLANs and ZigBee, and degrade their performances.
However, co-channel interference can be mitigated by chang-
ing the modulation scheme, adjusting the packet size and
selecting collision-free channels.
Mourad et al. [125] performed a co-channel interference
analysis regarding Bluetooth and WLAN coexisting in an au-
tomobile environment. They discovered that music streaming
and hands-free calling can be greatly affected in the presence
of WLANs. On the other hand, the WLAN throughput is
slightly affected by the Bluetooth applications. The reasons
are threefold. Firstly, all the devices are placed in a small
region and the distance between each device is very short.
Secondly, the path loss between different cars is relatively
low, causing co-channel interference between cars. Thirdly,
due to the car mobility, Bluetooth devices in one car could
be easily affected by bursty WLAN traffic in another, which
makes the Bluetooth AFH scheme less effective. Liu et al.
[126] employed a Software-Defined Radio (SDR) platform
to evaluate the WLAN performance degradation caused by
Bluetooth co-channel interference. A series of real-world ex-
periments are conducted to validate the platform. The WLAN
throughput, signal strength and jitter are emulated using the
platform. Howitt and Ivan [127] made a three-fold conclusion
from the WLAN’s perspective. Firstly, the WLAN network
is less likely to be adversely affected by the light Bluetooth
traffic; secondly, the WLAN network can be severely affected
by a moderate or high level of Bluetooth traffic; thirdly, if
the WLAN wishes to avoid all the Bluetooth interference, the
coverage of the WLAN must be reduced by 50%.
Howitt and Ivan [128] also conducted experiments from
the Bluetooth network’s point of view. The Bluetooth network
is heavily impacted by the light WLAN traffic although the
WLAN transmission range is relatively large. Conversely, the
Bluetooth network will be adversely impacted by the heavy
WLAN traffic. The degree of the impact on the Bluetooth
network depends on its path loss with the RF environment
and the QoS requirement of the application. Golmie et al.
[129] drew several key conclusions regarding co-channel in-
terference. On one hand, the WLAN power control technique
has limited benefits in preventing the WLAN from being
impacted by Bluetooth. For example, increasing the WLAN
transmission power 50 times as much as the Bluetooth network
cannot decrease the WLAN packet loss rate. On the other
hand, decreasing the WLAN transmit power could mitigate
the co-channel interference caused by the Bluetooth network.
It was also found that the Bluetooth voice traffic can be most
detrimental to the WLAN and that the WLAN network per-
formance deteriorates very quickly as the Bluetooth network
throughput increases.
4) Analytical Models: Apart from the simulation and testbed
analysis, a few studies have formulated the co-channel inter-
ference between Bluetooth and WLANs. Ashraf et al. [130],
[131] proposed a p-persistent mathematical model based on
the CSMA/CA protocol of WLANs. More precisely, the model
formulates the transmission success probability of a WLAN
packet in the presence of interference caused by both WLANs
and Bluetooth piconets. The model can also be derived using
WLAN and Bluetooth offered loads, their packet lengths, the
number of interfering Bluetooth piconets. Nawaz [132] derived
a Minimum Mean Squared Error (MMSE) algorithm to esti-
mate the channel status in the physical layer of IEEE 802.11g
networks. In particular, the Non-linear Least Square (NLS)
and polynomial smoothing schemes were employed for non-
coincident and coincident interference cancellation. Stranne et
al. [133] proposed an analytical closed-form framework eval-
uating the performance of interfering Packet Radio Networks
(PRNs) in terms of the WLAN and Bluetooth throughputs.
To present a fine-grained analysis of co-channel interference,
an example system comprised of one WLAN and multiple
Bluetooth piconets is employed to derive the Cumulative
Distribution Functions (CDF) of received interfering energy
from the interferers. The CDFs are used to further calculate
the WLAN and Bluetooth throughout as a function of the
number of Bluetooth interferers. The closed-form framework
provides a powerful tool in understanding the machination
of co-channel interference. Howitt et al. [134] conducted an
empirical study on the interoperability between IEEE 802.11
networks and Bluetooth. The authors focused on evaluating
the co-channel and adjacent channel interference power of
Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b, which is required by packet
retransmissions. The authors derived an analytical model of
jamming suppression that has a good agreement with the
empirical model. Conti et al. [135] derived an analytical
model that can evaluate the co-channel interference between
Bluetooth and IEEE 802.11b networks in terms of the PER in
a Rice/Rayleigh fading channel with Additive White Gaussian
Noise (AWGN). The coexistence system factors in propagation
impairments, thermal noise, interference, modulation schemes,
frequency hopping, packet formats and traffic loads. The
analytical model is verified by simulations and can be easily
implemented in other simulators.
C. Collaborative Solutions
In the collaborative scheme, similar to Section IV-B, the
Bluetooth interface and the WLAN interface adopt a time
division approach. In other words, the Bluetooth interface and
the WLAN interface on the same device transmit packets at
different time slots to avoid mutual interference. Under this
category, Xhafa et al. [136] found out that the collaborative
method proposed by the IEEE 802.15.2 special task group has
"Avalanche Effects" that significantly decreases the WLAN
throughput. This is because the WLAN interface will perform
the CSMA/CA algorithm to detect the channel before send-
ing a data packet. Whenever there is a transmission failure,
the WLAN interface decreases the transmission rate, so the
period for transmitting the same packet will be prolonged,
thus resulting in fewer packets transmitted in the same time
duration. To solve this issue , the same authors [137] proposed
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that the WLAN AP should buffer the packets and poll the
other WLAN stations. If one WLAN station determines that
packet buffered at the AP is addressed for it, it sends an
ACK packet to the AP that in turn transmits the packet to the
station without any channel contention from the other WLAN
stations. As a result, the chance of colliding with the Bluetooth
interface is reduced. Han et al. [17] discovered that the
WLAN back-off time duration is long enough to successfully
transmit a Bluetooth packet, so the Bluetooth packets should
be transmitted while the WLAN interface is backing off.
As for the other periods when the WLAN interface is not
backing off, the Bluetooth should use AFH [24] to mitigate
the interference. Overall, there are not many studies focusing
on the collaborative scheme due to the lack of heterogeneous
devices residing on one physical unit, but with the rise of the
IoT, the number of such physical units is expected to grow,
thus leading to severe co-channel interference that degrades
the network performance.
VI. DISCUSSION AND ANALYSIS
After presenting the coexistence and interference mitigation
between IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs, and between
Bluetooth and WLANs, we found that WLANs are susceptible
to Bluetooth adverse impacts but can exert detrimental effects
on IEEE 802.15.4 networks. This is because Bluetooth is a
narrow band jammer that "cuts" the WLAN frequency using
the frequency hopping technique, so the WLAN throughput
can be heavily affected by Bluetooth. WLANs have much
stronger transmit power and a much shorter back-off interval
that enables WLANs to seize the channel earlier than IEEE
802.15.4 networks, so once the channel has been occupied by
WLANs, IEEE 802.15.4 networks have fewer chances to seize
the channel and transmit packets.
IEEE 802.15.4 networks behave quite differently from Blue-
tooth in the presence of WLAN interference. More precisely,
since IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs both adopt the
CSMA/CA mechanisms (two different algorithms but with
similar names) to perform channel sensing and collision avoid-
ance, it is possible to characterize the channel access using
the MC model in the presence of co-channel interference.
In contrast, due to the difficulty of modelling the Bluetooth
frequency hopping technique, it is nearly impossible to de-
rive an analytical model for a Bluetooth-WLAN coexistence
scenario. This is why much fewer studies have presented
analytical models to mimic the co-channel interference caused
by Bluetooth and WLANs than that caused by IEEE 802.15.4
networks and WLANs. IEEE 802.15.4 and WLAN coexistence
can be modelled by adding an interference state in the MC to
model the interference state, as shown in the previous section.
In terms of the adaptive and non-adaptive solutions, the
majority of studies focused on the very straightforward
way—channel switching to tackle co-channel interference. It
is understandable that shifting to an idle or less affected
channel could improve the system performance, but it is rather
difficult to do so when co-locating with dense WLANs. This
is because three WLAN using channel 1, 6, 11 almost cover
the whole 2.4 GHz free band, leaving very limited space for
IEEE 802.15.4 networks and Bluetooth to shifting channels.
Therefore, the centralized methods of switching to a free
channel might not be feasible in dense WLANs, and thus
the distributed methods are more suitable for dense network
scenarios as each node can adaptively adjust their policy as per
the level of interference around themselves. In addition, one
single interference mitigation solution might not be effective
on a large scale, so the combination of different solutions
as presented in the previous sections could achieve better
performance gains when dealing with dense network scenarios.
Among all these solutions, the ones proposed to solve the co-
channel interference within one single heterogeneous network
are not fully explored by scholars. This is because at the
infancy of Bluetooth, IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs,
there are not many gateways equipped with two heterogeneous
radio interfaces. However, with the rising of the IoT, the
number of gateways is expected to increase, and the co-
channel interference caused by the gateways would become
worse, so it is imperative that the research emphasis be shifted
from mitigating co-channel interference caused by separate
WPANs and WLANs to that caused by heterogeneous wireless
networks comprised by WPANs and WLANs under saturated
network conditions.
Apart from the studies discussing the coexistence between
IEEE 802.15.4 networks and WLANs, and coexistence be-
tween Bluetooth and WLANs, a few studies conducted the
performance measurements of the adverse impacts on the three
networks. Garroppo et al. [138] investigated the reciprocal im-
pacts among IEEE 802.15.4 networks, Bluetooth and WLANs.
The results confirm the previous conclusions and found out
that IEEE 802.15.4 networks and Bluetooth can harmoniously
co-locate in the same region with little interference. This
could be explained in a way that unlike WLANs, both ZigBee
and Bluetooth have relatively narrow bandwidths. Although
Bluetooth uses the FH technique, the chance of having an
overlapping channel between the two networks is slim. Penna
et al. [139] performed energy measurements on IEEE 802.15.4
networks in the presence of WLAN and Bluetooth co-channel
interference. The study also confirms that Bluetooth does
not adversely impact IEEE 802.15.4 networks heavily in
terms of channel capacity. Shin et al. [140], [141] analyzed
the ZigBee PER in the presence of Bluetooth and WLANs
using OPNET simulations. The simulation study found that
when ZigBee, Bluetooth and WLANs coexist, the dominant
interferer for ZigBee is WLANs. The distance between ZigBee
and Bluetooth needs to be larger than 5.7 m, and the distance
between ZigBee and WLANs needs to be larger than 8.65 m.
This means although ZigBee and Bluetooth in theory do not
interfere with each other, they cannot be placed at a very close
range due to co-channel interference.
VII. OPEN RESEARCH TRENDS AND CHALLENGES
The root cause of the co-channel interference is the overlap-
ping of spectrum resources, so a straightforward approach is to
tackle the overlapping of spectrum resources in four domains:
frequency, time, space and transmit power. All the current
interference mitigation solutions fall within these four cate-
gories. One the future research trend is to combine different
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solutions from these domains to achieve a better performance
in mitigating co-channel interference. This has been achieved
in [64] to reduce the chance of co-channel interference. In
one or two domains, mathematical optimization methods such
as Voronoi Tessellation and the Graph Theory can be used to
further enhance the system performance and make the most
of the frequency white space to avoid spectrum sharing [64].
Another recent trend, as described in [67], [68], [106], is to
use Physical Layer solutions such as channel coding or a
specialized hardware system to recover the corrupted packets.
The probabilistic CSMA/CA mechanism [64], [101] also plays
an important part in avoiding the interference by tuning the
CSMA/CA machanism as per the Packet Error Rate. Despite
consuming more energy as opposed to the traditional solutions,
they have showed good performances in improving the PER
and BER of the system. The third rising trend is to use Deep-
Learning and Reinforcement-Learning based approaches to
detecting and mitigating co-channel interference. The Deep-
Learning-based approach [142], motivated by the study in
[143], uses a Deep Neural Network (DNN) to predict the
interfered channels by measuring the RSS values. The method
includes two stages: an offline training stage and an online
testing stage, as shown in Fig. 17. At the offline training stage,
WiFi RSS fingerprints are input to the DNN and trained. The
trained model predicts the strongest three channels. At the
online stage, the trained model is used to predict the congested
channel using real-time RSS datasets. After these two stages,
WiFi is switched to a less affected channel to operate. The
rationale is that the DNN approach can quickly detect RSS
variation in a real-time manner, while other methods such as
the Hidden Markov Chain (HMM) models and Support Vector
Machine (SVM) cannot due to the low learning capacities and
inability to adjust to RSS fluctuation [144], [145]. Moy et
al. [146] proposed a Reinforcement-Learning-based algorithm
deployed on the IoT devices sharing ISM bands. The authors
formulated the interference mitigation process as a Multi-
Armed Bandit problem, which is a closed loop process and
implemented using ACK packets for maximizing its packet
delivery rate, i.e., maximizing its cumulated reward. Still, there
remain many challenges to be solved in the future.
1) The existing interference mitigation solutions generally
do not consider the distance between the transmitter and
the interferer. This is because co-channel interference
impacts on the transmitters in different ways. If the
transmitter is close to the interferer, the transmitter
cannot send packets due to interference. On the other
hand, if the transmitter is far from the interferer, the
packets from the transmitter will collide with the packets
from the interferer. It is imperative that the mitigation
solutions be designed as per the interference distance. A
typical example is the study in [58], which divides the
interference between IEEE 802.11 and IEEE 802.15.4
into three cases based on distinct ranges.
2) The existing solutions do not differentiate the uplink
and downlink into account. In WPANs, regardless of
IEEE 802.15.4 devices or Bluetooth, there are two types
of nodes: control nodes (the PAN coordinator and the
master node in Bluetooth) and ordinary nodes (end
devices and slave nodes in Bluetooth). The uplink is
defined as the packet transmissions from the ordinary
nodes to the control nodes, while the downlink is defined
as the packet transmissions from the control nodes to
the ordinary nodes. The volume of traffic for uplink and
downlink is asymmetric: the uplink has more traffic than
that of the downlink. The control nodes have more traffic
than the ordinary nodes due to traffic accumulation, so
the control nodes need more protection due to its high
throughput, especially for the case in which they are
used as cluster heads.
3) Considering the correlation between coexistence and
network parameters, it is difficult to formulate a gen-
eralized analytical model based on different settings
and topologies, especially for the coexistence between
Bluetooth and WLANs due to the frequency hopping
technique. In addition, the existing studies only compare
the simulation model with the experimental model to
show the impact of the interference in terms of the
throughput and packet reception rate degradation and
rarely consider using the cross layer parameters to
mitigate co-channel interference.
4) The current interference mitigation solutions do not
distinguish one hop and multi-hop WPAN coexisting
with WPANs. The majority of the studies focus on
interference mitigation on one-hop network (star topol-
ogy) due to the easiness of formulating the analytical
model using the Markov Chain Model. However, most
real-world scenarios of WPANs cover quite a large-
scale geographical area using multi-hop networks, and
it is rather difficult to formulate an analytical model
describing the interference scenario due to the multiple
buffers used in the path of a multi-hop WPAN.
5) The separated networks such as IEEE 802.15.4 net-
works, Bluetooth and WLANs can co-locate with a
heterogeneous network made up of an IEEE 802.15.4
network and a WLAN or comprised of a Bluetooth
network and a WLAN in the same indoor setting, so the
co-channel interference would become more severe and
complex. As a result, this requires deploying distributive
methods to the key nodes such as ZigBee coordina-
tors and hybrid gateways. Apart from inter-network
(between different networks) co-channel interference,
intra-network (within the same network) co-channel
interference should also be considered when designing
solutions.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we presented a comprehensive review and
in-depth analysis of coexistence and interference mitigation
between WPANs and WLANs. Before introducing the coexis-
tence scenario, we briefly described the key components of the
IoT, especially the communications technologies of the three
transmission layers. The differences between IEEE 802.15.4
and IEEE 802.11 networks were compared in detail, and the
root causes of co-channel interference and solutions were ana-
lyzed and summarized. Next, we moved to the coexistence and
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Fig. 17: Structure of the Deep-Learning-based channel selection approach [142]
interference mitigation between Bluetooth and WLANs and
gave a thorough analysis on the coexistence and interference
mitigation between Bluetooth and WLANs, and the solutions
were also analyzed and summarized. We found that IEEE
802.15.4 networks are more likely to be adversely impacted
by WLANs due to WLAN’s high transmit power and high
data rate, whereas WLANs are more susceptible to Bluetooth
owing to the frequency hopping technique. Lastly, the remain-
ing issues and challenges were highlighted. Apart from the
current solutions, the techniques combining strategies from the
frequency, time, space and transmit power domains are much
needed, which are simple, light, distributed and manageable
for heterogeneous wireless technologies coexisting in the IoT
era. Deep-Learning and Reinforcement-Learning-based meth-
ods are expected to become the mainstream solutions in the
indoor environment such as Smart Cities and Smart Homes
because they can easily deal with random RSS fluctuation as
opposed to other methods.
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